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Abstract: In China, Magu is a household name for a female Daoist immortal. As a symbol of longevity,
people believe that she can prolong their lives and bring them good luck. This paper takes the fact
that Magu has hands that look like birds’ feet as a clue to sort out the evolution of the image of
Magu. In this article, it is argued that the prototype for the image of the Daoist immortal, Magu, is
the bird goddess of the Neolithic goddess and that Magu’s hands, which look like bird claws, are a
symbol of the goddess’s divine power. After entering the patriarchal society, the figure of Maguwas
eroticized and her hands, which represented divine power, became a tool for men to scratch their
backs. Daoism, however, inherited the matriarchal society’s worship of women and retained the
image of Magu with her hands that resembled the feet of a bird. When Daoism incorporated Magu
into its system of deities, the image of Magu was remodeled to conform to the teachings of Daoism,
thus making Magu a beautiful, kind‑hearted immortal with high moral sentiments.
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1. Introduction
There are many myths about Magu; for example, it is said that every year on the

third day of the third lunar month, which is the birthday of Queen Mother of the West
(Xiwang mu西王母), Magu would go to the Turquoise Pond (Yaochi瑤池) in the heavenly
realm with a longevity peach or Ganoderma lucidum wine in her hand to celebrate the
birthday of Xiwang mu (Tao 2016, p. 226). In China, it is common for older women to post
a picture of Magu holding wine or a peach on their birthday, it symbolizes the pursuit
of high longevity, good fortune, and other good intentions (Yuan 2016, p. 199). Being a
household name for a female immortal of longevity, Magu is worshipped in a wide range
of temples in Jiangxi江西, Anhui安徽, and Sichuan四川, and there are countless myths
and literary works (Wan 2022; Cao and Hu 2000; Xiaoyan Liu 2014; Lin 2015; Wang and Tu
2019) based on her beliefs, demonstrating thewide geographical distribution and influence
of her beliefs (Z. Zhang 2003, pp. 185–86). She is a Daoist Yuanjun元君 (Original Princess)
(Ren 2012, p. 334), ranking next to the female immortals, such as Queen Mother of the
West, which shows her high status.

The scholarly community currently believes that the image ofMagu is related to totem
worship and ancient longevity culture. For example, CaoHongliang曹紅亮 argues that the
prototype of Magu is related to bird worship and points out that the image of the Daoist
deity Magu, whose hands resemble the feet of a bird, has its roots in the Daoist idea of
ascending to the heavenly sky. Based on the geographical concentration of Magu beliefs
in the eastern andwestern regions of China, he suggests that the prototype ofMagu should
be a female immortal from ancient China, either in the east or in the south (H. Cao 2006, pp.
121–25). XuHualong徐華龍 points out that the original prototype ofMaguwas in the form
of a bird, a sea goddess (H. Xu 2013, pp. 25–31). Cao Guoqing曹國慶 and Hu Changchun
胡長春 consider the characteristics of the immortal identity of Magu and argue that traces
of female worship and totem cults in ancient societies are preserved in the mythology of
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Magu (Cao and Hu 2000, p. 34). It can be seen that the current scholars focus on the image
of Magu from a folklore perspective but lack a systematic examination of it, as well as an
overview and summary of the evolution of the image of Magu.

In this paper, I will use interdisciplinary methods, such as archaeology, religion, and
gender studies, to determine the archetype of the image of Magu and systematically sort
out the development of the image of Magu. This paper attempts to answer the following
three questions: First, what is the archetype of Magu’s image? Second, after entering a
patriarchal society, why were Magu’s hands, which seemed to be bird claws, transformed
into tools used by men to scratch their backs, with an implied eroticization, in the works
of some literary scholars and poets? Third, compared with the original image of Magu,
how has the figure of Magu, as an immortal, been changed in a Daoist way? Through the
study of Magu’s image, we can discover the lost mythological tradition of the goddess in
Chinese patriarchal civilization, which was preserved and inherited by Daoism.

2. The Prototype for the Image of Magu Is a Neolithic Bird Goddess
The earliest account of Magu and her mythology is found in the tales of Chinese mys‑

tery and the supernatural from the Wei 魏 dynasty, The Legend of the Mystery and the Su‑
pernatural (Lieyizhuan 列異傳), has a brief summary of Magu’s hands, as follows: “The
immortal Magu came to earth from Heaven to the house of Cai Jing 蔡經 in the area of
Dongyang東陽, and her hands are like the feet of a bird’s claws with four inches of length”
神仙麻姑降東陽蔡經家，手爪長四寸 (P. Cao 1988, p. 18). During the Jin 晉 dynasty, Ge
Hong葛洪 (283–363), in his work The Tales of Immortals (Shenxianzhuan神仙傳), describes
the hands of Magu in a similar way to Lieyizhuan : “The hands of Magu look like bird’s
feet” 麻姑手爪似鳥 (Ge 2017, p. 84). In traditional Chinese aesthetic culture, there are
many poems that portray and describe the beauty of a woman’s hands, such as “hands
like catkins, skin like gelatin” 手如柔荑，膚如凝脂 (Cheng 1985, p. 104), “ten fingers as
sharp as bamboo shoots, wrists like white lotus roots”十指尖如筍，腕似白蓮藕 (S. Zhao
1999, p. 472). Many adjectives describe the beauty of a woman’s hands, such as white, soft,
slender, dexterous, etc. The ideal hands should be white, soft, etc. However, birds’ feet are
different from humans’ fingers after all. The bird’s feet are compared to the human hands,
highlighting the slender and elongated nature of Magu’s hands and their V‑shape.

In the early stages of the development of Daoism, immortals generally hadwings and
were called Feather Man (Yuren羽人). ConsideringMagu’s Daoist identity, many Chinese
scholars believe that the prototype of Magu’s image was Yuren (H. Cao 2006, pp. 121–25).
Such an explanation seems reasonable, but it only illustrates the bird‑like elements that
are present in the image of Magu and does not take into account Magu’s female identity.
If we trace the image of Magu further back in history, we will find that the prototype of
the image of Magu is none other than the bird goddess, one of the many female deities of
the Neolithic period. Worship of the bird goddess was part of Neolithic goddess beliefs,
and beliefs in the bird goddess were geographically spread across the globe, primarily in
Eurasia. In Neolithic goddess beliefs, goddesses were often stylized in combination with
animals that did not merely represent the animal itself but appeared as avatars of god‑
desses with regenerative and resurrection powers (Ye 2018, p. 5). Symbols and patterns
on Neolithic pottery, petroglyphs, and jade artifacts unearthed in Eurasia, such as the ab‑
stract symbols V, triangle, and circle, as well as those representing animal symbols such
as snakes, birds, bears, frogs, and so on, symbolize the source of life or the promotion of
life energy.

Archaeological discoveries over the past 40 years have shown that during the Ne‑
olithic period in China, there has been a long tradition of worshipping handmade bird im‑
ages as deities, and owls and hawks are themost commonmanifestations of bird goddesses
(Ye and Zu 2009, pp. 74–81). Like the bird’s feet, the bird’s wings, beak, head, and the V‑
shaped abstract symbol are also symbols of the bird goddess. There are many Neolithic
bird‑shaped jade artifacts, and numerous bird‑shaped jade artifacts have been found in the
Longshan龍山Culture in Shandong山東Province, the Liangzhu良渚Culture in the lower
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reaches of the Yangtze River and the Taihu太湖 Lake area, and the Shijiahe石家河 Culture
in Hubei湖北 Province. China’s Sanxingdui三星堆 civilization is the site of ancient Shu蜀
culture, and one of its excavated bronze ritual objects is composed of a human head, bird
body, and bird feet, belonging to the bird goddess statue, which is a continuation of the
prehistoric goddess worship (Yang and Ye 2019, p. 102).

Another example is the Hongshan红山 culture in Inner Mongolia, China, 6000 years
ago, which was in the middle of the Neolithic period, a transitional stage from matrilineal
to patrilineal communes. TheHongshan culture unearthed a large number of jade artifacts
that represented various deities (Tian 2004, p. 233). Because jade is revered in traditional
Chinese culture and its production is very scarce, jade products are not used as daily utili‑
ties, but rather as sacred objects in rituals and other ceremonial activities (Tian 2004, p. 225).
The shapes of jade objects unearthed in the Hongshan Culture are seldom based on natu‑
ral archetypes but are characterized by exaggeration, abstraction, and deformation, such as
“C”‑shaped dragons with pig’s heads, a bear‑headed goddess, a bird‑shaped goddess, etc.
The gyrating and encircling lines in the jade objects express the goddess’s reproductive di‑
vinity. And, the addition of images of birds, bears, deer, snakes, etc., to human‑shaped jade
objects indicates that they are bird goddesses, bear goddesses, deer goddesses, snake god‑
desses, etc. This kind of modeling belongs to the unidirectional transformation type. The
composite transformation type combines multiple animal figures with the human body
(L. Zhang 2009, pp. 8–9). There are two types of jade artifacts that are the most common,
one type of jade artifact is shaped like a pig’s head with a dragon’s body, the body of the
animal is curved in a rounded ring, and there is an incision in the place where the head is
next to the body, but there is no disconnection between the head and the body. Another
type of jade is bird‑like jade; the birds are mostly owls (Tian 2004, p. 233). In addition to
simple bird jade shapes, there are numerous jade objects with human bodies fused with
bird shapes. To determine whether a jade vessel represents the bird goddess, we should
first look for the presence of female physical features in the jade vessel, such as a slightly
elevated abdomen and breasts, and secondly for abstract symbols, like the triangle that
symbolizes the female uterus. The bird‑goddess jades in the following three pictures are
all from the Hongshan culture, and based on the shapes of these jades, we can learn more
about the beliefs of people in the Neolithic period in the bird goddess.

In Figure 1, the owl’s ears stand in a semicircle on top of her head, her eyes are round
and protruding, her beak is pointed, and her wings are extended outward. She has wavy
lines in the middle of her body representing her full breasts, and the three lines on her tail
represent the female genitalia, all of which indicate that this is an owl goddess statue (L.
Zhang 2009, p. 62).
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In Figure 2, the bird goddess has rectangular and outwardly protruding eyes, her
wings are outwardly extended, there are grid patterns on her shoulders and lower ab‑
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domen, and she has a triangular head shape. In the excavated jade artifacts of the Hong‑
shan culture, the shapes associated with the goddess include lattices, spirals, triangles,
circles, and so on, which are associated with vitality, the womb, and change, as well as
symbols of regeneration of life (L. Zhang 2009, p. 67).
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The jade object in Figure 3 is in the form of a bird and is deified as a human face. The
bird’s tail is on top, and its head is facing down. Her wings are round and spreading, with
triangular motifs, round and protruding eyes, a trapezoidal nose, and a beak represented
by a lower chord, presenting a solemn and angry face. The image of this jade object, a large
bird in flight, is also a V‑shaped symbol. In primitive cultures, the abstract “V” symbolwas
a symbolic representation of the goddess, possibly in the form of a bird (Eisler 1988, p. 72).
The shape of this jade is like an owl (L. Zhang 2009, p. 40), and due to factors, such as
the owl resting during the day, perching higher up in trees at night, and having excellent
eyesight to help it hunt better, these factors are able to instill a sense of mystery and awe
in people about owls. The ancient Chinese believed that owls were the embodiment of
death and the goddess of the underworld, so various burial objects in the shape of owls
were also found in people’s graves. The owl is both a sign of “death” and a symbol of
“rebirth” and contains cultural symbols of fertility worship (L. Zhang 2009, p. 114). In the
ancient Chinese conception, pure and true death did not exist; death was a preparation for
regeneration or new life. The owl is a symbol of death, but as the goddess of owls, she
also means rebirth (Tang and Zhang 2001, p. 222). In Chinese archaeological excavations
of Neolithic tombs, a device with bird imagery in the grave is also an embodiment of the
image of the goddess representing death and rebirth (Hu 2013, pp. 120–29).
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By interpreting the image of the Neolithic bird goddess and its connotations, we can
deduce that the prototype ofMagu is theNeolithic bird goddess, who hasmagical energies
and represents the infinite death and rebirth of living beings, based on the fact that Magu
is a female immortal and possesses a pair of hands that seem to be like the feet of a bird.

3. The Image of Magu in a Patriarchal Society
The original image of Magu was horrific; Lieyizhuan列異傳 recorded that when Cai

Jing蔡經 saw Magu’s hands, he thought they were really good hands that could scratch
his itchy back if he acquired them. Magu had a divine ability to know what was going
on in other people’s heads. When Magu realized that Cai Jing intended to use her hands
to scratch his itchy back, she was furious, so she secretly cast a spell, and Cai Jing fell
to the ground, with blood coming out of both eyes. “ 此女子实好佳手，愿得以搔背。”
麻姑大怒，忽见经顿地，两目流血 (P. Cao 1988, p. 18).

Although the text does not explicitly state whether Caijing’s frivolous thoughts cost
him his life, this idea of scratching his back with the hand of Magu is an affront to Magu
as an immortal. Blasphemy and insults to the divine are bound to be punished (Hongzhi
Wang 2019, pp. 276–78); The Book of Songs 詩經 records the owl goddess with the super‑
natural ability to take lives and destroy houses: “O, owl, owl, since you have taken my
children, do not destroymy house again. “鴟鸮鴟鸮，既取我子，無毀我室 (X.Wang 2006,
p. 225). The owl goddess destroys the house because she is desecrated by these people:
“Who will dare to bully and insult me now, you mortals?” 今女下民，或敢侮予 (X. Wang
2006, p. 225).

Whether or not Cai Jing 蔡經 learned the lesson of blasphemy, we have no way of
knowing, but the fact thatMagu’s hand resembles a bird’s foot and can scratch aman’s back
has become a historical allusion that has continued to appear in the writings of novelists
and poets over the centuries (D. Yu 2017; G. Yu 2019; H. Liu 2013; J. Zheng 2011; Huaiyi
Wang 2018; Yin 2007), such as the poem “Orchid ” by the poet Jiu Chao 居巢 : “A new
kind of Magu resembles the hands of a bird’s feet, and using them to scratch the body is
very pleasing to the heart.” 新收一種麻姑爪，快意真從癢處搔 (Shi 2007, p. 149). The poem
‘Bergamot ’ by Yang Jiyuan楊霽園 compares the bergamot to the hands ofMagu resembling
the feet of a bird, associating it with the bergamot becoming the hands of Magu that can
be used to scratch his body, which is very pleasurable可能化作麻姑爪，癢處爬搔一快心
(Ningboshi 2010, p. 834). In China, Magu’s hands, which look like bird’s feet, are called
Magu Zhao 麻姑爪, a term that has two meanings: First, it refers to Magu’s hands, and
second, it means a small bamboo rake that can be used to scratch people’s back, Figure 4
is a picture ofMagu Zhao.
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it means a small bamboo rake that can be used to scratch people’s back, Figure 4 is a pic-
ture of Magu Zhao. 

 
Figure 4. Magu Zhao. Figure 4. Magu Zhao.

Generally speaking, adults are less pliable and scratching requires skin‑to‑skin con‑
tact, and the solution to people’s back itch can only be replaced by someone closer to them,
apart from parents and children, and for men, it is only their wives. Havelock Ellis noted
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the connection between itching and sexual desire, where he stated that the sense of touch
was the most primitive channel for feeling ‘sex’ and that the act of stroking or scratch‑
ing could trigger a heightened sexual desire in certain situations (Ellis 1948, pp. 35–43).
Cai Jing蔡經 imagines scratching his own itch using Magu’s long, thin fingers, and such
heterosexual contact implies sexual fantasy, which is also reflected in poetry and novels.
For example, in The Peach Blossoms Fan桃花扇, the Qing dynasty novelist Kong Shangren
孔尚任 records, “I am only worried that tonight there is not a Magu with hands like the
feet of a bird to scratch my back, who sleeps with me.” (S. Kong 1998, p. 181).

After theNeolithicAge,matrilineal culturewas replaced by patrilineal culture, and ac‑
cordingly, male gods replaced goddesses, and the worship of male reproduction replaced
the worship of female reproduction (Hao et al. 2007, pp. 124–25). At the core of the belief
in goddesses was the sanctification of female fertility, but with the rise of patriarchal cul‑
tures, the sacredness of female fertility was gradually usurped by men, who took over this
creative power. McElvaine argues from the perspective of “fertilitymisconceptions” that if
the total fertility of women is considered “fertility misconception I”, then the total fertility
of men can be considered “fertility misconception II “. In fertility misconception I, the abil‑
ity to create new life is the exclusive divine power of women in relation to women, while
in fertility misconception II, it dominates almost all of written history (McElvaine 2001, pp.
119–23). Because of the male dispossession of female fertility, with the fertility of a sacred
nature vested in the male as the primary giver/sower of seeds, fertility is monopolized by
the male. Since the male sperm is sown as a seed in the ground of the woman’s womb, her
womb is merely a receptacle or an environment for the sperm to gestate (without seeming
to recognize the role of the woman’s ovum), this situation is known as the ‘seedmetaphor’,
a metaphorical idea that is so widespread that it is used in almost all agricultural and post‑
agricultural societies (McElvaine 2001, p. 126). Since then, the male god has replaced the
goddess, male fertility worship has replaced female fertility worship, and the male body
represents the beauty of transcendental spiritual power, while the female body has become
an “erotic object” that can be dominated and possessed by the male aesthetic vision (Hao
et al. 2007, pp. 124–25).

The goddessMagu has hands that look like bird feet embodying theNeolithic belief in
the bird goddess. The bird’s feet, which symbolized the goddess’s life energy, evolved into
a tool that could be used bymen to scratch their backs, fundamentally becauseMagu, who
represented the image of the goddess, was subjected to objectification and eroticization of
her body in a patriarchal society. Throughout the world of goddess worship, there are
many images of goddesses who are physically female but have hands that look like bird
claws. In medieval Europe, for example, the three goddesses of fate were often depicted as
women with hands resembling the feet of a vulture. In Western mythology, the goddess
of the underworld, Lilith, has a woman’s body and hands in the shape of a bird’s feet (Ye
2006, p. 172). The owl, one of the avatars of the bird goddess, has also been demonized. As
a sacred object worshipped by primitive peoples in prehistoric times, the owl appears in a
large number of Neolithic excavations and is worshipped in the Yangshao仰韶, Hongshan
紅山, Longshan龍山, and Qijia齊家 cultures in China. Following the institutional changes
in the Yin殷 andZhou周 dynasties, the owl appears as a negative image in all written texts,
and by the Warring States period戰國時期, the owl had become an evil bird (Ye 2018, pp.
43–48). Upon entering a patriarchal society, the oneness of death and rebirth represented
by Neolithic goddess beliefs was separated into goddesses who represented death and
those who represented resurrection. This is why in ancient China the owl and the phoenix
represented separate symbols: The mystical energy of the owl’s rebirth and resurrection
was attributed to the so‑called bird of immortality, the phoenix, while the owl itself was
left alone to represent the call of death (Ye 2018, pp. 53–54).

Masculine culture fragmented the integral connection betweenman and nature repre‑
sented by the belief in goddesses during matriarchal societies, and the goddesses’ magical
powers became a terrible force that threatened male lives. The images of the goddesses
were demonized, eroticized, and stigmatized. These goddesses have human bodies but be‑
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have like animals with no morals or conscience. The oneness of the goddesses as symbols
of life and death has also been divided, and the death and dark side of the goddesses per‑
sonified as demonesses, such as Siren, is an evolution of the bird goddess with evil powers,
who lures sailors astray and onto the rocks with her beautiful songs. In these myths, the
goddesses either become female demons or are put to death by male gods or male heroes,
and the animal traits carried by their bodies are stigmatized, while the cultural attributes
of their animals are rewritten, such as the snake representing fertility and innovation, its
vitality not only as a symbol of regeneration but also as a symbol of the goddess’ antiquity.
In matriarchal societies, snakes are sacred rather than evil and are not destructive.

4. The Daoist Reworking of the Image of Magu
More than a hundred years after the story of Magu was recorded in The Legend of the

Mystery and the Supernatural (Lieyizhuan 列異傳), Ge Hong 葛洪, a famous alchemist and
medical practitioner of the Jin 晉 Dynasty, re‑created the myth of Magu in his book, The
Tales of Immortals (Shenxianzhuan神仙傳). He adopted the relevant details from Lieyizhuan
andmade the myth of Magu richer andmore detailed in terms of content and descriptions.
From then on, the image of Magu basically followed Shenxianzhuan. Compared with the
abbreviated mythological story of Magu recorded in The Legend of the Mystery and the Su‑
pernatural, Ge Hong’s reimagining of the image of Magu is mainly characterized by the
following features:

First, Ge Hong gave a detailed description of Magu’s costume. In his book, Ge Hong
depicted the story ofWang Yuan andMagu as immortals drinking wine at the house of the
mortal Cai Jing, and Magu’s appearance was depicted by Ge Hong as follows: “She was
a fine woman, about eighteen or nineteen years of age, with her hair in a bun on top, and
the rest of her hair hanging loose to her waist. She wore colorful clothes, not of silk, but
glorious and unnamable, and therewere no such beautiful clothes to be seen in this world.”
是好女子，年可十八九許，於頂上作髻，餘發散垂至腰。衣有文彩，又非錦綺，光彩耀目，

不可名狀，皆世之所無也 (Ge 2017, p. 82).
Second, as a female immortal, Magu has a very long lifespan. Ge Hong 葛洪 wrote

that Magu paid a formal visit to Wang Yuan in Cai Jing’s house and told Wang Yuan that
she had seen the East China Sea東海 turn into fields three times since she last met him. Just
now shewent to Penglai蓬萊 Island (an island inhabited by immortals) again and saw that
the waters of the East China Sea were shallower than before, about half of what she had
seen the last time she metWang Yuan. She said it could be that it would turn into hills and
land again! 麻姑自說雲:“接侍以來，已見東海三為桑田，向到蓬萊，水又淺於往者，會時
略半也， 豈將複還為陵陸乎！” (Ge 2017, p. 269). The Chinese used the idiom of “the
sea becomes farmland, and farmland turns into the sea” (Canghai sangtian 滄海桑田) to
describe the great changes in the world, which comes from the story of Magu recorded in
The Tales of Immortals. We can see that as a goddess Magu lived a long life. Because of the
Chinese custom of honoring the elderly and the psychological desire to live longer, Magu
was portrayed as the goddess of longevity in Daoism.

Third, Ge Hong rewrote the ferocious character of Magu in Lieyizhuan to make her
a female immortal with a kind heart and consideration for others. He wrote: “She saw
Cai Jing’s sister‑in‑law, who had already given birth to a child that was just ten days old,
come to pay her a visit. Magu told her not to come over and asked Cai Jing’s family to
give her a little rice, which she then sprinkled on the ground and told them that this would
rid Cai Jing’s sister‑in‑law of the bad luck brought about by the birth of a baby. Caijing’s
family members saw the rice that Magu sprinkled on the ground turn into (dansha丹砂).”
麻姑欲見蔡經母及婦等，時經弟婦新產數日，姑見知之，曰 : “噫，且立勿前。”即求少許
米來，得米擲之墮地，謂以米祛其穢也，視其米皆成丹砂 (Ge 2017, p. 83). It can be seen
that the immortal Magu did a good deed by transforming grains of rice into dansha by
means of magic to remove the bad luck of a woman after giving birth to a child, which
was brought about by the production of a child. In Daoist culture, cinnabar is a divine
object that can improve people’s body immunity, drive away demons, calm one’s mind
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and spirit, and other effects. Daoists believe that if they eat dansha for a long time, they can
live forever.

Finally, in response to Caijing’s desecration of the sanctity of the image of Magu, Ge
Hong replaced Magu as the punisher with the immortal Wang Yuan. It is recorded in
Lieyizhuan that Magu personally punished Caijing for blaspheming her as an immortal.
Ge Hong, however, switched the punishment of Caijing to the immortal Wang Yuan in
The Tales of Immortals, but the immortal Wang Yuan only whipped Caijing with a whip.
Ge Hong wrote: “The hands of Magu looked like the feet of a bird, and when Cai Jing
saw them, he thought to himself that it would be the best thing for him to have such
bird‑like hands on his back when his back was itching. Although Cai Jing did not say
these thoughts with his mouth, the immortal Wang Yuan王遠 already knew what he was
thinking, so he had someone whip Cai Jing with a leather whip and told Cai Jing that
Magu was an immortal: How could you let her hands scratch for you? The people saw a
leather whip whipping Cai Jing but did not see whowas holding it. Then, Wang Yuan tells
Cai Jing that not everyone is worthy of his whip.” 麻姑手爪似鳥，經見之，心中念曰：
“ 背大癢時，得此爪以爬背， 當佳之。 ” 遠已知經心中所言，即使人牽經鞭之，謂曰：
“麻姑神人也，汝何忽謂其爪可爬背耶？ ”但見鞭著經背，亦莫見有人持鞭者。遠告經曰：
“吾鞭不可妄得也。 ” (Ge 2017, p. 84). Ge Hong does not give us an account of what Cai
Jing’s injuries really were in the book, but we can infer that he probably only suffered some
superficial injuries, far from the magical spell used by Magu to make Cai Jing lie on the
ground with blood coming out of his eyes in Lieyizhuan.

As a Daoist theorist and practitioner, why did Ge Hong rewrite the image of Magu
in this way? What was his purpose in doing so? And, what ideas of Daoism at that time
were reflected behind it? The answers to all these questions can be found in the following
aspects:

First of all, Daoism inherited the female worship of the ancient matriarchal society,
wheremale gods andgoddesses had the samedivine character and equal status. GeHong’s
Daoist beliefs dictated that he would absorb Magu, as a mythological figure, into the sys‑
tem of gods and goddesses that he created in the Biography of the Immortals. Daoism
venerates Laozi 老子 and his work Daode jing 道德經; his ideas are mainly derived from
matriarchal societies, and the ideal society he depicts in the Daode jing道德經 is a micro‑
cosm of matriarchal societies. The sage with the qualities of inaction and suppleness, hu‑
mility, and selflessness, as portrayed by Laozi in the Daode jing, is also the embodiment of
the female chief in a matriarchal society (W. Liu 2012, p. 116). Daoism believes that the
Dao is the root and ultimate destination of all existence. Comparing Laozi’s Dao with the
Great Mother Goddess, Ye Shuxian葉舒憲 argues that Laozi’s value orientation is based
on the worship of the Great Mother Goddess, or the goddess of religion and mythologi‑
cal archetype of ancient matriarchal societies that still exist in patriarchal cultures and has
not been replaced or tampered with by patriarchy (Ye 2004, p. 169), and he points out that
myths about male creators usually focus onmale or intersexual reproduction, while myths
about female creators focus on the primordial Great Mother Goddess herself as the main
creator of all things. This concept of reproduction is a reflection of the idea that in ancient
matrilineal societies, people only knewwho theirmotherwas and notwho their fatherwas.
The Great Mother Goddess was the supreme deity worshipped by people before patriar‑
chal societies and was the ultimate prototype of later goddesses or all deities (Ye 2004, p.
172), while Laozi, who was born in a patriarchal society, adhered to the ideological legacy
of ancient goddess religions and promoted the idea of a female creator, that all things were
the result of the “birth” of the primordial mother goddess and not of the “creation” of a
male creator (Ye 2004, p. 182).

In the process of transforming the image of Magu, Ge Hong, in addition to preserving
the sacredness of the image of Magu as a divine being, also describes the hands of Magu
in detail: “The hands of Magu are like the claws of a bird” (Ge 2017, p. 84). “The phe‑
nomenon that the image of the bird’s claw of Magu is not only preserved but enhanced
in the process of transformation from ancient mythology to Daoist fairy tales; it is a sym‑
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bol deliberately highlighted in the process of constructing the genealogy of Daoist deities.”
(Xiaoyan Liu 2012, p. 398). In contrast to some religions, where the patriarchal culture
brought about the deprivation of the creative power of the male gods over the goddesses,
and the consequent fragmentation and separation of human beings from nature, China
also gradually developed a patriarchal society during its historical development, but in
Daoism, Chinese native religion, there has never been a confrontational relationship be‑
tween male gods and goddesses, as Zhan Shichuan詹石窗 points out: “Unlike the beliefs
of the rest of the world, the male gods of Daoism did not drive away the goddesses, let
alone turn them into male gods one by one; on the contrary, the original goddesses not
only continued to be worshipped but also kept adding companions, together becoming
models for female practitioners to follow. This is a distinctive feature of the Daoist system
of thought.” (Zhan 2010, p. 158). That is why Ge Hong depicted male and female im‑
mortals with equal numbers in the Biography of the Immortals, proving to both men and
women through the biographical stories of the immortals that immortals existed and that
mortals could become divine through Daoist training.

Secondly, theDaoist idea of “valuing life, yet abhorring death” replaced the belief that
“death and rebirth” were one and the same, as represented by the beliefs of the goddesses
in primitive times. The specific manifestation is that Ge Hong transformed the divinity of
Magu in line with human nature; that is to say, Ge Hong eliminated the ferocity and vio‑
lence of Magu’s character, which represented the aspect of death and emphasized Magu’s
goodness, understanding, and moral nobility, which represented the aspect of life. Dao‑
ism created the divine immortal system during the Wei魏 and Jin晉 dynasties in order to
develop and grow its organization, it absorbedmany ancient deities during this period and
transformed them to conform to the teachings of Daoism, completing the transformation
of these deities from “gods” to “immortals”.

Daoism reworked themyths of such figures as QueenMother of theWest (Xiwangmu
西王母), the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi黃帝), andNuwa (Nüwa女媧), showing the charac‑
teristics of fairy calcification. Zheng Tuyou鄭土有 points out in this regard: “The fairy‑tale
transformation of ancient myths during the Wei and Jin dynasties was profound and ex‑
tensive, and all ancient myths with fairy‑tale conditions underwent changes during that
period, basically completing the process of evolution of myths into fairy tales.” (T. Zheng
2016, p. 50). The immortality of the gods in mythology is a metaphor for the phenomenon
of plants growing in spring and decaying in winter, the moon’s surplus and deficit, and
other weekly occurrences, and the immortality of the gods is natural (T. Zheng 2016, pp.
241–42). For example, in the Daoist genealogy of the immortals, the Queen Mother of the
West has a supreme position as the leader of the female immortals. According to ancient
Chinese myths, Xiwangmu is depicted as having a human body, a leopard’s tail, and a
tiger’s teeth, and her face is vicious and terrifying. She is not only in charge of plague, dis‑
ease, and death but also possesses the “medicine of immortality”, which can make people
live forever. Queen Mother of the West is the goddess of the moon (Z. Zhao 1999, pp. 32–
34), and the moon’s roundness and shortness in each month are like the death and rebirth
of life, which is in line with the ancient Chinese concept of the immortality of the life cycle.
This is consistent with the ancient Chinese concept of the immortality of the cycle of life.
Therefore, Queen Mother of the West can make people die, and the ancestors were very
much in awe of her, fearing that she would bring disaster if they annoyed her, but at the
same time, Queen Mother of the West can also make people immortal, so she represents
the oneness of the goddess’s beliefs in the death and rebirth. The image of Xiwangmu has
been adapted byDaoism to portray her as a goddess with the appearance of amiddle‑aged
woman, who is kind, beautiful, gentle, and an auspicious deity in possession of the elixir
of immortality (Huaiyi Wang 2018, pp. 189–94).

Just as Mother Earth makes everything grow in the spring and kills everything in the
autumn, the mystification of the goddess’s fertility gives her the ability to master death
and rebirth, with the dual properties of violence and meekness, creation and destruction.
It is important to note that the destructive power of the goddess is not the death of life, but
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the rebirth of life after death. Daoism, by contrast, is a religion that values the life of all
living beings and takes “life” as its beauty, and out of this emphasis on life, its transfor‑
mation of the ancient image of the goddess was bound to highlight the “life” character of
the goddess and discard the “death” nature of the goddess. This mentality of selectively
creating a beautiful image of the goddess and highlighting her femininity is in fact the col‑
lective unconscious projection of the national aesthetic mentality that women should be
soft and gentle, kind and innocent, tolerant and compassionate, which is the embodiment
of a beautiful symbol of female humanity. Daoism selectively discards the fierce, violent,
and cruel aspects of the image of Magu as a bird goddess representing death, while con‑
sciously promoting the aspects of life, such as meekness, grace, and kindness, highlighting
the immortal character of Magu as an immortal. This is a manifestation of the Daoist belief
in immortality, which is expressed in Daoist fairy tales, such as the biographies of the im‑
mortals, where “immortality is the central idea expressed in fairy tales, and it is the desire
of human beings for eternal life” (T. Zheng 2016, p. 16). This adaptation of the image of
Magu also reflects the difference between gods and immortals: “In Chinese mythology,
the forms of gods mostly remain half‑human and half‑animal, lacking human emotions.
Whereas the forms of immortals are no different from those of ordinary people, and their
behavior and demeanor are the same as those of ordinary people.” (T. Zheng 2016, p. 31).
In this way, the image of Magu has become a specific symbolic image of people’s desire
for the eternal continuation of a good life and their resistance to death.

Finally, the good deed of Magu dispelling the bad luck of Cai Jing’s sister‑in‑law
shows that not only are the immortals the personified embodiment of Daoism, but they
also have high morals. In Daoism, immortals are usually characterized by immortality
and possessing magical and extraordinary powers (Gou 2019, p. 1). The Dao 道 is the
ultimate power and law that determines the universe, including the natural world, and
human society. The attribute of Dao to procreate all things is considered by Daoism to be
the greatest kindness, whereas evil is death, a deviation from this attribute ofDao (L. Kong
2021, p. 6). Immortals are the personified embodiment of Dao, and the goodness of Dao
that gives birth to all things is called “virtue (de德)”, which is manifested in the immortals,
who are the representatives of Dao, as having noble moral virtues. In the view of Daoists,
immortals are the symbols of ideal personality and perfect humanity.

Ge Hong believed that immortals existed and that people could become immortals
through Daoist practices, such as observing the precepts, taking external alchemy (waidan
外丹), performing good deeds, and so on. He especially emphasized that performing good
deeds could lead to immortality, believing that loyalty, filial piety, harmony, benevolence,
and faith were the basic conditions for mortals who wished to become immortals. If a
person did not have noble virtues and was keen on magic tricks, it was impossible for him
to become immortal (M. Wang 2011, p. 53). These good deeds include loving and being
loyal to one’s country, being filial to one’s parents, helping one’s friends, not insulting
others, and so on.

Therefore, as a bird goddess originally from theNeolithic period, Daoism transformed
Magu into a beautiful, kind‑hearted female immortal with noble moral sentiments. Once
characterized, the Chinese accepted this image of the female immortalMagu. It is common
for people to give a portrait with the image ofMagu to the oldest femalemember of the fam‑
ily on her birthday, as a token of their wish for her longevity. In these portraits, Magu has
slender hands like a bird’s feet, holding peaches orwine cupswith deliciousGanoderma lu‑
cidum liquor, and is dressed in elegant costumes, most of which carry gourds, Ganoderma
lucidum, flowers, and other auspicious objects. Beside Magu, there are many figures such
as maids of honor, children, or animals, such as phoenix, deer, cranes, and goats.

Tang Yin唐寅 (1470–1524) was a renowned painter, calligrapher, and poet of theMing
dynasty in China with high artistic sophistication. In Figure 5, Tang Yin depicts Magu as
a female immortal holding a peach of longevity, with a phoenix representing immortality
following her. In this painting, Magu’s face is in the shape of a goose egg, and her fin‑
gers are very slender, with long, pointed fingernails. Tang Yin here prominently depicts
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Magu’s hands, which are as slender as a bird’s feet. The author and date of the painting
are recorded in the text in the upper left‑hand corner of the image, which states that Tang
Yin created the painting in the spring of 1506.
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麻姑獻壽).1 1506. Vertical scroll, colors on silk scroll, 153.5 × 79 cm.

Yu Ji餘集 (1738–1823)was aChinese painter of theQingDynastywhoproducedmany
outstanding paintings in his lifetime. In Figure 6, Yu Ji depicts a youthful and beautiful
female immortal, Magu, holding a tray in her right hand with a wine cup filled with Gan‑
oderma lucidum wine; her right hand is slender, which resembles a bird’s foot. There is
also a gourd hanging from a ribbon around her waist. Behind her is a goat carrying a large
fairy peach surrounded by lotus flowers. These plants and animals represent good luck
and fortune. The text in the lower right corner of the painting records the author of the
painting and the time of its creation, the text’s main content says that the painting’s author
is Yu Ji and that the painting was created in the second month of the summer of 1805.
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5. Conclusions
The figurative symbolism of Magu’s bird claws reflects its association with bird wor‑

ship, and the gruesome image of Magu, half human and half bird, fierce and violent, is a
manifestation of the divine attributes of Magu, whose prototype is the bird goddess, one
of the Neolithic goddesses of worship. As a bird goddess of single‑sex reproduction, she
symbolizes the eternal cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, where there is nomere death, only
constant death, and rebirth. She gives life and controls death at the same time, and the two
are indistinguishable. The claws of Magu are also a symbol of the power of rebirth. The
figure ofMagu reveals a belief in the goddess that has long been lost in patriarchal societies.

With the development of a patriarchal society, the fertility that symbolized the sacred‑
ness of women was usurped by men, reflected in the transformation of the image of the
goddess by male gods, emphasizing the goddess’s control over death and the demoniza‑
tion and stigmatization of the image of the goddess. The bird‑like hands of Magu became
a scratching tool for men to scratch their backs, and the belief in the goddess and the spirit
behind it has been rewritten by a patriarchal culture, and the image of Magu is implicitly
eroticized. Daoism, by contrast, inherited the female worship of the matrilineal clans and
absorbed Magu into its genealogy of gods and goddesses, retaining the image of Magu’s
human body with hands that look like the claws of a bird, but remodeling her image to
conform to the teachings of Daoism. It also replaced the primitive goddess belief that
“life and death can be transformed” with the idea of “abhorring death and cherishing life,”
eliminating the fierce and violent nature ofMagu’s divinity, which represented destructive
power. Magu eventually became a beautiful, gentle female immortal and possessed noble
morals, which is a full manifestation of the true, good, and beautiful immortal nature of
Daoist deities.
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